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Abstract

A real-time database is a database in which both the
data and the operations upon the data may have timing con-
straints. The design of this kind of database requires the in-
troduction of new concepts to modelize both data structures
and the dynamic behavior of the database. In this paper, we
propose an UML2.O profile, entitled UML-RTDB, allowing
the design of structural model for a real-time database. One
of the main advantages of UML-RTDB is its capacity to take
into account real-time database properties through special-
ized concepts in rigourous, easy and expressive manner.

1. Introduction

UML is a general purpose visual modeling language for
specifying, visualizing, constructing and documenting the
artifacts of software systems, especially targeting the mod-
eling of concurrent, and distributed systems. As a general
modeling language, UML has the ability to be adopted to
the needs of a particular application domain through the
definition of stereotypes, constraints and tagged values de-
fined by the UML profile [15]. Thus, UML has spread
in areas where initially it could not find its place as the
specific area of real-time applications development. Sev-
eral UML approaches were already proposed to take into
account the real-time system requirements such asUML-
RT [19], RT-UML [5], UML-SDL [8], andACCORD/UML
[10]. The basic concepts ofRT-UMLwere integrated in the
UML standard through the UML profile forSchedulability,
Performance, andTime (denoted SPT profile) [14]. How-
ever, UML constructs used by these approaches do not sup-
port real-time database requirements. A real-time database
is a database in which both the data and the operations upon
the data may have timing constraints [16]. In fact, real-time

databases have all requirements of traditional databases,
such as the management of accesses to structured, shared
and permanent data, but they also require management of
time-constrained data and time-constrained transactions[2].

The design of real-time databases differs from the de-
sign of conventional databases. The designers of real-
time databases must consider both temporal aspects of data
and timing constraints of transactions [20]. The temporal
consistency of data requires that the actual state of exter-
nal world and the state represented by the contents of the
database must be close enough to remain within the tol-
erance limit of applications. In general, temporal consis-
tency of data has two aspects:absoluteand relative. The
absolute temporal consistency represents the requirement
of data freshness, while relative temporal consistency rep-
resents the required correlation among data used together
[16]. There are typically two types of timing constraints on
transactions:absolute timing constraints(e.g. earliest start
time, latest finish time) andperiodic timing constraints(e.g.
frequency of transaction initiation) [23].

The mostly used data model for real-time databases is the
relational model [16]. However, due to the nature of many
real-time applications that must handle complex real-world
objects with short deadlines, many researchers believe that
the object-oriented model is more natural and powerful than
the relational model [9]. Several research projects on real-
time databases have adopted the object-oriented model for
building their prototype systems [23] [21]. Our work in
this paper is based on thereal-time object-oriented data
model that incorporates time-constrained data and time-
constrained transactions of real-time databases with the
support for complex data provided by the object-oriented
model. Thus, a real-time database is a collection of ob-
jects which are used to model time-critical dynamic sys-
tems in the real world. Each object has some internal state
which is protected by the object abstraction. The only way



that objects can be accessed by transactions is to invoke the
methods defined by objects. Objects are encapsulated in the
class abstraction which facilitates modular management of
resources.

There is a need to define an UML profile supporting
real-time database requirements. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there is only one based UML proposal for real-time
databases modeling [4]. In their work, the authors have de-
fined an UML package for specifying RTSORAC object,
calledRT-Object. However, the RT-Object package is based
on the Extension Mechanisms package of UML1.3 which
is a past standard. Furthermore, imprecise computation en-
capsulated within the RTSORAC object is defined in the
context ofEpsilon Serializability(on transactions) [17], and
does not supports the notion of Quality of Data (QoD) intro-
duced in [1] which allows a robust and controlled behavior
of real-time databases during the transient overloads, based
onFeedback Control Real-Time Scheduling[13].

The contributions of this paper are five-folds.(i) We de-
fine an object model, calledreal-time object, that contains
real-time attributes and real-time methods, (ii) we define an
attribute model, namedreal-time attributethat supports data
time semantics andQoD requirements, (iii) we present a
general UML profile for real-time databases, called UML-
RTDB, based on UML2.0 Profiles package, (iv) we define a
new kind of stereotypes based on theEvolutionary Stereo-
typeconcept, to express dynamic semantics of real-time at-
tribute, and (v) we define a stereotype to express real-time
object features.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes our real-time object model as well as its
real-time attributes and methods. In section 3, we describe
the set of stereotypes that allows to our UML-RTDB profile
to express real-time database features in a structural model.
In section 4, we conclude the paper and give some perspec-
tives to our work.

2. Real-time object model

A real-time database models an external environment
that changes continuously. It is designed to be kept in
shared main memory for fast and predictable access [16].
Real-time objects are the real-time database entities. They
represent dynamic entities of time-critical dynamic systems
in the real world. Our real-time object is an extension
of the real-time object as used in the ACCORD/UML ap-
proach [22], [6]. It encapsulates time-constrained data,
time-constrained methods and concurrency control mech-
anisms. Each real-time object is made of four components:
(i) a set of real-time attributes, (ii) a set of real-time meth-
ods, (iii) a mailbox, and (iv) a local controller.

In this section, we describe the two first components of
our real-time object model. We illustrate our proposal on an

air traffic control system, which consists of a large collec-
tion of data describing the aircraft, their flight plans, anden-
vironment data [12]. This includes flight information such
as aircraft identification, transponder code, altitude, posi-
tion and speed, origin, destination, route and clearances.In
our work, each aircraft in the airspace is modeled as a real-
time object.

2.1. Real-time attributes

Data objects are classified into either real-time or non
real-time data. A non real-time data is a classical data found
in most databases, whereas a real-time data has a validity
interval beyond which it becomes useless [16].

Our real-time data model is based on the model intro-
duced in [16] and we associate to this model the notion
of maximum data error(MDE) introduced in [1]. Thus, a
real-time data is modeled by d = (dvalue, dtimestamp, davi,
dmde), wheredvalue represents the real world data value,
dtimestamp is the time at which the attribute’s value was
last updated,davi is the absolute validity interval anddmde

is the maximum amount of imprecision associated with the
attribute’s value.

To handle the property of our real-time data model, we
define an attribute model, calledreal-time attribute, that
incorporates fields to support logical constraints (dvalue),
temporal constraints (dtimestamp, davi) and QoS constraints
(dmde). In fact, each real-time attribute is characterized by
the following five fields:

• Name(N): it is the name of the attribute.

• Current Value (CV): is used to store the final at-
tribute value captured by the last update correspondent
method. This field is used by the system to determine
logical integrity constraints of the attribute value.

• TimeStamp(TS): is used to store the time at which the
attribute’s value was last updated [16]. This charac-
teristic is of the typeTimewhich is supported by the
UML2.0 standard. Access to the timestamp of an at-
tribute is necessary for determining temporal consis-
tency of the attribute. For example, in an aircraft ob-
ject, there is an attribute for storing the altitude, called
Altitude, to which a sensor regularly provides readings.
This update is expected every twenty seconds, thus the
Altitudeattribute is considered temporally inconsistent
if the update does not occur within that time frame.
There are many ways to define timestamps. In our
model, the timestamp is the time when the value is pro-
duced. If the value is produced by a sensor device, then
timestamp is the clock time when the value is read by
the sensor. If the value is produced by a transaction,



timestamp is the time when the value becomes avail-
able. This field is used by system to determine whether
or not timing constraints have been violated.

• Validity Duration (VD): is used to store theabso-
lute validity interval(denoted byavi) of the attribute
value [16]. It represents the amount of time during
which the attribute value is considered valid. This
element is numeric and permits to determine, in as-
sociation withTS, theabsolute consistencyof the at-
tribute. A piece of data is considered absolutely con-
sistent (fresh) with respect to time as long as the age
of the data value is within a given interval [16]. For
instance, theAltitude value is considered fresh if the
current time is earlier than timestamp of Altitude fol-
lowed by the length of the absolute validity interval
(avi) of Altitude; i.e.{currenttime < Altitude.TS+

Altitude.V D}.

• MaximumData Error (MDE): is used to memorize
the absolute maximum data errortolerated on the at-
tribute value [1]. Currently, the demand for real-time
database services has increased in most applications
where it is desirable to execute transactions within
their deadlines. They also have to use precise and
fresh data in order to reflect the continuously chang-
ing external environment. However, it seems to be
difficult for the transactions to both meet their dead-
lines and to keep the database consistent. To support
these applications, the QoD concept is introduced in
[1] to indicate that data stored in the database may
have some deviation from its value in the real world.
Thereby, data error, denotedDE, represents the devi-
ation between the current data value and the updated
value. The upper bound of the error is given by the
Maximum Data Error. For instance, the maximum er-
ror on theSpeedvalue is 5 km/h. This field allows
the system to handle the unpredictable workload of
the database by discarding sensor transactions where
DE 6 Attribut.MDE, and to enhance the freshness
of data using Feedback control scheduling [1]. It has
the same type thanCV field.

We note that only the two first fields;NameandCurrent
Value, are visible to the users. The other fields are used by
real-time database system in order to maintain the temporal
consistency of the real-time database.

2.2. Sensor and Derived attributes

Real-time data is divided into two types:sensor dataand
derived data[18]. Sensor data are the data issued from sen-
sors. Derived data are the data calculated from sensor data.
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Figure 1. Aircraft object.

We characterize the real-time object model by three types
of attributes as follows:

• Classical attributes: they are used to store a non real-
time data. As shown in figure 1, we characterize
theAircraft object by two classical attributes, namely
Identifier andDestination.

• Sensor attributes: they are used to store a sensor data
which must be periodically updated in order to closely
reflect the real world state of the application environ-
ment.

For example, we characterize theAircraft object by
four sensor attributes, namely:Altitude, Speed,
Direction, andLocation. These attributes are peri-
odically updated to reflect the state of anAircraft in-
stance.

• Derived attributes: they are used to store aderived
data that has to be calculated from sensor attributes.
We characterize theAircraft object by two derived at-
tributes:Lane, which is calculated fromLocation and
Altitude values, andPath, which is calculated from
Location andDirection values

2.3. Real-time methods

The only way that objects can be accessed by transac-
tions is to invoke the methods defined by objects. In our
case, each method execution is considered as a transaction
which may be composed of one or many sub-transactions.
We classify the real-time object methods into three classes:



periodic methods, sporadic methods, andaperiodic meth-
ods.

• Periodic methods: the temporal consistency of each
sensor data is insured by a sensor transaction, which
periodically updates the value of the sensor data
[18]. Thereby, we associate to each sensor attribute
a method, calledperiodicmethod, which periodically
updates the values of theCurrentV alue and the
T imeStamp fields. In our work, we assume that a pe-
riodic method execution is a sensor transaction. Sensor
transactions are write-only transactions that obtain the
state of the environment and write the sensed data to
the database. We consider two types of timing con-
straints for the periodic method:absolute timing con-
straints; i.e. deadline; andperiodic timing constraint;
i.e. period. The periodicity of the method execution
is dictated by the valid time of the sensor attribute
value that it writes. The completion time of a periodic
method must be achieved before the deadline, other-
wise the value to be written will be considered obsolete
[16]. Generally, the deadline of a sensor transaction is
the end of each period.

We characterize theAircraft object by a set of periodic
methods such as:

– UpdateAltitude() which periodically carries
out write operations ofCurrentV alue and
T imeStamp fields of theAltitudeattribute.

– UpdateLocation() which periodically per-
forms write operations ofCurrentV alue and
T imeStamp fields of theLocationattribute.

• Sporadic methods: derived data are the data calculated
from sensor data [18]. Thereby, we associate to each
derived attribute a method, calledsporadicmethod,
which sporadically calculates its value from sensor at-
tributes. The access mode of the sporadic method to
derive attribute value is always“write” . Its timing
constraints are alsodeadlineandperiodicity. The peri-
odicity of the method execution depends on the con-
sidered update policy. In this paper, we consider a
dynamic update policy as proposed in [7]. We char-
acterize theAircraft object by the following sporadic
methods:

– ComputeLane()which computes theLane at-
tribute value usingLocation andAltitude val-
ues.

– ComputePath()which computes thePath at-
tribute value usingLocation andDirection val-
ues.

• Aperiodic methods: they include the remainder of
methods that allow to read/write classical attributes
and read only real-time attributes (sensor and derived).
User transactions typically arrive aperiodically. They
do not write any temporal data, but they can read/write
non temporal data and only read temporal data [18].
To include nested transaction in this object model, we
assume that an aperiodic method execution is a user
transaction which may invoke atomic operations or in-
voke other methods on other objects [11]. Operations
represent the actions of the method. They include
statements for conditional branching, looping, I/O, and
reads/writes to an attribute’scurrent value, timestamp,
validity durationandmaximum data errorfields.

3. An UML-RTDB profile

In this section, we present an UML profile, entitled
UML-RTDB, which is a specialized variant of the UML2.0
in real-time database applications. This profile contains
specialized versions of the metamodel elements; i.e.Stereo-
types, defined in the UML2.0 metamodel. These stereo-
types extend UML2.0 metamodel classes with specific at-
tributes (sensor and derived) and a specific class (real-time
object) that allow the design of class diagrams for real-time
databases.

3.1. Real-Time Attribute stereotype

The main aim of the UML-RTDB is to supply to the
designers of real-time databases UML extensions (stereo-
types) to support both sensor and derived attributes features.
A stereotype defines how an existing metaclass may be ex-
tended, and enables the use of platform or domain specific
terminology or notation, in addition to the ones used for the
extended metaclass [15]. However, the standard stereotype
can not express features of sensor and derived attributes be-
cause it does not allow the definition of structural and be-
havioral features [3]. Besides, the fieldstimestamp, validity
durationandmaximum data errorrepresent structural fea-
tures and should be expressed asAttributes. Each atribute
is also characterized by an update operation that ensures its
freshness and must be modeled as anOperation. For this
reason, we base our work on theEvolutionary Stereotype
extension mechanism of UML [3]. This extension mecha-
nism allows the definition of new stereotypes withstruc-
tural and behavioralcharacteristics. As shown in figure
2, the Evolutionary Stereotypeis a metaclass which spe-
cializes theStereotypemetaclass of the UML 1.5 exten-
sion mechanism package. It may have structural features
by defining new attributes and behavioral features by defin-
ing new operations and methods.
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Figure 2. Abstract syntax of theEvolutionary Stereotype.
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Figure 3. Abstract syntax of the≪RealTimeAttribute≫ stereotype.

Moreover, we base our proposal on the Extension rela-
tionship proposed in UML2.0 Profiles package [15]. The
extensionis used to indicate that the properties of a meta-
class are extended through a stereotype, and gives the abil-
ity to flexibly add (and later remove) stereotypes to (resp.
from) classes. Thus, theStereotype::baseClassattribute is
replaced by an extension relationship to theClass meta-
class. This former generalizes theStereotypemetaclass and
contains anameattribute. In addition, theStereotype::icon
attribute is replaced by theicon role linking theStereotype
metaclass toImagemetaclass.

Since the sensor attributes and derived attributes have
the same structural characteristics (Timestamp, Validity Du-
ration, Maximum Data Error) and behavioral character-
istics (Update operation), we propose an abstract stereo-
type, called≪RealTimeAttribute≫, in order to factorize
these characteristics. So, instead of defining the struc-

tural and behavioral features for each stereotype aside,
we define these features in a general manner within the
≪RealTimeAttribute≫ stereotype. This former is a realiza-
tion of the Evolutionary stereotype that allows the statement
of structural and behavioral features. Thereby, as shown in
figure 3, the≪RealTimeAttribute≫ stereotype is character-
ized by three structural and one behavioral characteristics.
The first features are defined byTimeStamp, Validity Du-
ration, andMaximum Data Error metaclasses, which spe-
cialize theStructuralFeaturemetaclass of UML metamodel.
The last feature is defined by theUpdate metaclass, which
specializes theBehavioralFeaturemetaclass.

TheTimeStamp metaclass declares the timestamp of the
attribute. It is characterized by two properties:Typeand
Granularity, whereType indicates the type of the Times-
tamp value, which is theTimetype expressed in UML meta-
model. TheGranularity defines the granule of the Times-
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Figure 4. Abstract syntax of the≪Sensory≫ stereotype.

tamp, which may be“Minute” , “Second”, etc.
The Validity Duration metaclass defines the valid time

of the attribute value. It is characterized by two properties:
TypeandGranularity. The Typeindicates the type of the
Validity Duration value, which is typedInteger. TheGran-
ularity defines the granule of the Validity Duration, which
may be“Minute” , “Second”, etc.

TheMaximum Data Error metaclass defines the amount
of error tolerated on an attribute value. It contains aType
property, which indicates the type of Maximum Data Error
value. It has the same type as attribute value. AGranularity
property defines the granule of the Maximum Data Error,
which may be“Minute” , “Second”, etc.

TheUpdate metaclass declares the operation which up-
dates theCurrentV alue andT imeStamp fields of the at-
tribute. It contains aTypeproperty that indicates the type of
the operation periodicity. In our case, the operation period-
icity depends on the type of the attribute. It is“Periodic”
for a sensor attribute, and it is“Sporadic” for a derived at-
tribute.

3.2 Sensory and Derived stereotypes

We define≪Sensory≫ stereotype and≪Derived≫
stereotype to declare respectively sensor attributes and
derived attributes, in the structural model. Each stereotype
presents a realization of the≪RealTimeAttribute≫ stereo-
type according to the appropriate values of its properties,
and an extension of theAttribute metaclass of UML meta-
model. Figure 4 shows the abstract syntax of≪Sensory≫
stereotype. Its structural features are declared by the meta-
classes:TimeStamp, Validity Duration, andMaximum Data
Error. In this work, we consider that time granularity is
the“Second”. The designers of the real-time databases can

easily modify the values of stereotype properties according
to the requirements of real-time applications. The only be-
havioral feature of the≪Sensory≫ stereotype is defined by
theUpdatemetaclass. The≪Derived≫ stereotype has the
same abstract syntax as the≪Sensory≫ stereotype. They
have the same structural and behavioral characteristics.
Besides, they extend the same meta-instance of theClass
metaclass, i.e.“Attribute” , through theExtension relation-
ship. However, these two stereotypes differ in their specific
notations, their meta-instances of theClass metaclass
which generalizes theStereotypemetaclass and specifies
thenameof the stereotype, and their operations periodicity.
So, for the ≪Sensory≫ stereotype, the meta-instance
name of theClassmetaclass is“Sensory” (cf. figure 4).
For the≪Derived≫ stereotype, the meta-instance name
is “Derived” . Besides, as shown in the figure 6, we have
chosen a“watch” as an icon declaring a sensor attribute
and a “Calculator” declaring a derived attribute. The
operation periodicity of a sensor attribute is“Periodic” and
it is “Sporadic” for a derived attribute.

Figure 5 shows an instance model of the sensor attribute
Speed, according to three layers: metamodel, users model,
and user objects (user data). It is characterized as follows:

≪Name: Speed,CurrentV alue: 600,T imeStamp:
10:25:2,V alidityDuration: 20,MaximumDataError:
5≫.

3.3. Real-Time Object stereotype

Because a real-time database is by definition a database
system, it has queries, schemas, transactions, commit pro-
tocols, concurrency control support, and storage manage-
ment [20]. Then, the design of a real-time database has to
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take into account the management of all these components.
That’s why, in our work, we define a≪RealTimeObject≫
stereotype in order to declare the time-constrained data,
the time-constrained operations, the parallelism, and the
concurrency property inherent to real-time databases. The
≪RealTimeObject≫ stereotype is added to classes in or-
der to specify that their instances will encapsulate real-time
data, real-time operations, and a local concurrency control

mechanism.
Figure 6 illustrates anAircraft real-time object class. It

encapsulates classical and real-time attributes (sensor and
derived), and real-time operations.

4. Conclusion and future work

In this work, we have firstly presented, a real-time
object-oriented data model that supports real-time database
requirements. Secondly, we have proposed an UML pro-
file for real-time databases, named UML-RTDB, based on
UML2.O Profiles package, allowing the design of class
models for real-time databases. The UML-RTDB contains
a set of stereotypes, which are characterized by structural
and behavioral features.

In our future work, we will extend the UML-RTDB with
other stereotypes in order to express time-constrained asso-
ciations and time-constrained multiplicities. Among then,
we’ll specify real-time constraints on the proposed stereo-
types usingObjectConstraintLanguage (OCL).
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